Member benefits – How you profit from membership in the prostep ivip Association

Projects

For most of our members, participation in the association's projects is a major reason for their membership. You will find an overview of the association's current 29 projects attached. Perhaps you have already gathered information about our project and have a specific project in mind? Then please select this project (or multiple projects) and send us the corresponding form – or send us an e-mail stating which projects you are interested in to sabrina.reis@prostep.org

If you would like to find out more about the work performed in the project groups, please don't hesitate to contact us. The manager of our technical work program, Nora Tazir (Nora.Tazir@prostep.com or 49 (6151) 9287-434), will be happy to be of help.

Media library

You of course have access to the detailed results of the projects performed by all the project groups, thus enabling you to quickly benefit from the wide-ranging knowledge provided by the other association members. The majority of the content in our media library is only available to members of the prostep ivip Association.

How can you register for access to our media library? Go to our website at www.prostep.org. Go to the member area by clicking on the corresponding menu item at the top of the window. Scroll down and click on the "Registration" command. Select your company from the list of names displayed in the field "Company" and fill in the other fields. Because activation is performed manually, there may be a slight time lag.

Webinars/Events

The exchange of experience/knowledge and continued education are two of our top priorities. That is why members of the prostep ivip Association can participate in our international webinars free of charge. The webinars are held monthly and each month deal with a different topic. You will find an overview of all upcoming webinars under EVENTS on our website at www.prostep.org. If you have any questions or would like to register for a webinar, please contact sarah.giese@prostep.com

Networking with others is the order of the day at our VEC Day, JT Day and STEP AP242 Day – you can find out more under EVENTS at www.prostep.org. We look forward to your registration.
prostep ivip Symposium

The annual prostep ivip Symposium – the Number One opportunity for networking on a global scale. As a member, you not only have the opportunity to participate at a highly discounted rate; every year, from September to the end of October, you can also apply to appear as a speaker. But, of course, only if you are a member.

The next prostep ivip Symposium takes place on the 10th and 11th of April 2024 under the motto Digital Engineering - Ready for Seamless Collaboration at the MOC in Munich, Germany. You will also find the latest information on the symposium on our website www.prostep-ivip-symposium.org

Always well informed with the prostep ivip Newsletter

Subscribe now! The prostep ivip Newsletter provides you with latest news, results relating to the work performed by the association, important dates to remember and everything you need to know about our events, such as the prostep ivip Symposium for example. All new members are explicitly mentioned – by name and with their logo - in our newsletter.

You can also advertise events that your own company is holding. You are welcome to send us a brief text and event logo OR a photo of the contact person together with the corresponding information (fabienne.kreusch@prostep.org). Because we reserve the right to make a preliminary selection for organizational reasons, we ask you to send us your submission as early as possible.

ProductData Journal (PDJ)

Your official showcase as a new association member. Our member publication, the biannual ProductData Journal, not only includes specialist articles, information about new products and recent publications as well as important dates and events – as a new member, we also offer you the opportunity to present your company to the other members of the prostep ivip Association.

Take a look at the attached copy of the PDJ and get an idea of how you could showcase your company (should you wish to do so) in the next issue. You can, of course, also submit a specialist article or place an ad. Find out more on our website under MEDIA LIBRARY / ProductData Journal, or send an e-mail to fabienne.kreusch@prostep.org.

Questions about your membership?
Sabrina Reis (sabrina.reis@prostep.org or +49 (6151) 9287-336) is responsible for project controlling and member support and will be happy to be of help.
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